


 



 



 



 David Menconi
“But tonight, we’re experiencing something much more demented. 
Something much more American. And something much more 

crazy. I put it to you, Bob: Goddammit, what’s goin’ on?”
—Dexter Romweber, “2 Headed Cow” (1986)

(Or as William Carlos Williams put it 63 years earlier: “The Pure 
Products of America/Go crazy.”) 

To the larger world outside the Southeastern college towns of 
Chapel Hill and Athens, Flat Duo Jets’ biggest brush up against the 
mainstream came with the self-titled first album comprising the heart of 
this collection. That was 1990’s “Flat Duo Jets,” a gonzo blast of interstellar 
rockabilly firepower that turned Jack White, X’s Exene Cervenka and oth-

er latterday American underground-rock stars into fans and acolytes. In its 
wake, the Jets toured America with The Cramps and played “Late Night 
with David Letterman,” astounding audiences with rock ’n’ roll as pure and 
uncut as anybody was making in the days B.N. (Before Nirvana).

But that kind of passionate devotion was nothing new for the Jets. For years, 
they’d been turning heads and blowing minds in their Chapel Hill home-
town as a veritable rite of passage for music-scene denizens of a certain 
age. Just about everyone in town from that era has a story about happening 
across the Jets in their mid-’80s salad days, often performing in some terri-
bly unlikely place – record store, coffeeshop, hallway, even the middle of the 
street – channeling some far-off mojo that seemed to open portals to the past 
and future at the same time.



 

Tom Maxwell arrived in Chapel Hill in the fall of 1984 from Burnsville, a 
small Appalachian hamlet north of Asheville, at which point the Jets had 
not been together for long. Maxwell would eventually become a prominent 
local player, key member of platinum hit-makers Squirrel Nut Zippers (and 
also the writer/singer of their biggest late-’90s hits, most notably “Hell”). 
But in 1984, he was just another awkward, uncertain University of North 
Carolina freshman face in the crowd at the old Cat’s Cradle nightclub the 
first time he witnessed the duo of guitarist Dexter Romweber and drummer 
Chris “Crow” Smith. More than 30 years later, Maxwell still called that night 
one of the seminal events of his life.

“Dexter comes out and he’s my age, wearing black with his Robert Smith 
hair and playing that shitty black-and-white Silvertone guitar, which he had 
on a rope instead of a guitar strap,” Maxwell recalled. “Crow looked like 
he should’ve been playing in Humble Pie or something, set up very low to 
the floor with this big cinderblock in front of his kickdrum so as not to kick 
it across the room. And it wasn’t a performance so much as this dust-devil 
tornado that happened. They did some covers and some originals in such a 
way that you could not tell when one ended and the other began, and Dexter 
had some terrible amp that was hopelessly overdriven. But I kept looking 
for the rest of them, because there had to be more than just two people up 
there to make so much racket. Had to be. There was an intensity about the 
whole thing that made it literally transcendent – you changed when you 
saw it. I sure did.

“It was,” Maxwell concluded, “like a secret handshake. ‘Welcome. You have 
come to the right place, and found your tribe.’”

A few months after that, in December 1984, Dex and Crow would be put-
ting their music to tape for the first time, recording a half-dozen tracks for 
a low-fi cassette mini-album called “Flat Duo Jets (In Stereo).” Despite that 
title, however, the agenda didn’t seem to be stereophonic polish so much as 
catharsis – even the ballads crackled with tension. And Dexter set the tone 
right from the start, kicking off the Jerry Leiber/Mike Stoller chestnut “Riot 
in Cell Block No. 9” with a howl that sounded like the voice of rock ’n’ roll 
itself.
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The Jets would go on to make many fine albums over the next decade and a 
half. And while they never broke through commercially, they became influ-
ential in ways that rendered their mainstream obscurity largely irrelevant. 
Their biggest fans have always been other musicians, looking for that secret 
handshake. Throughout their history, the Jets had their greatest impact on-
stage as keepers of the flame for a certain strain of reckless abandon. They 
didn’t split the difference between genius and madness so much as blow the 
whole mess up without regard to safety, theirs or yours.

Anyone who ever saw the Jets in their prime came away feeling as if they 
had borne witness to something epochal – demented, American and cra-

zy, moving relentlessly, inexorably forward in unstoppable, kinetic motion. 
They were electric in every sense of the term.

“The first time I saw the Jets, Dexter was as plugged-in as any performer 
I’ve ever seen,” said Jefferson Holt, a longtime Romweber family friend who 
would later release the “Flat Duo Jets” album on his record label. “What 
I’ll never forget about that show was that Dexter had a short cord between 
his guitar and amp, and he could just not keep it plugged in. So he’d start a 
song, the guitar would come unplugged, he’d stop, go back, plug it in again. 
And again, and again, over and over. It wasn’t an act or artifice, it was just 
who he was, so caught up in the moment that he was oblivious. He just 
could not stand still, he was like Reddy Kilowatt all over everywhere. And 
he never stopped, because he couldn’t.

“It was so good. Just so good.”

Before adopting his stage name when he began performing in high school, 
Dexter was born John Michael Romweber II, named after an uncle on his 
father’s side. He came into the world on June 18, 1966, in Batesville, Indiana, 
a wide spot in the road between Indianapolis and Cincinnati. The youngest 
of seven kids born to Paul and Sara Romweber, he was also one of five sons.



In Indiana, the Romweber clan was descended from a furniture-making dy-
nasty that had combined with another manufacturer called Hillenbrancht 
several generations earlier to form Hill-Rom, a company that still exists to-
day and specializes in hospital beds and medical equipment. But way back 
when, pre-merger, the Romwebers did a lot of business producing caskets.

“My grandmother sewed casket linings for Dexter’s grandfather’s factory in 
Southern Indiana,” said writer Kirk Ross, another Romweber family friend 
in Chapel Hill (and an acclaimed musician himself). “In fact, my mom’s first 
dress was made of leftover silk casket linings from there.”

By the time Dexter came along, the Romweber family’s Hoosier days were 
numbered. Paul and Sara split up in Dexter’s infancy, and they were di-
vorced by the time he was three years old. So Sara packed up and moved 
all of her Romweber kids down to the Gulf Coast town of Venice, Florida. It 
was 1969, and Venice would be the Romwebers’ home for eight years. Sara 
went back to school and became a nurse while raising the kids, who went to 
Epiphany Catholic Day School.

“It was a very small school, just one class for every grade up to the eighth 
grade,” said Dexter’s big sister Sara (named, like her mother, after the Rom-

weber kids’ maternal great-grandmother, Sara Teresa). “At one point, there 
was one of us in almost every class. But the nuns were great. It was very 
creative with so many of us kids going to school and my mom working.”

Since they lived a few blocks from the beach, the kids spent a lot of time 
there. And a lot of their extracurricular energy went into soccer after an 
older Romweber brother got a soccer ball for Christmas one year. They set 
about learning the game and then formed a soccer team that was, Sara said, 
“the younger brothers of all the pot dealers in town,” playing a couple of in-

tense games against the local YMCA. Young Dexter’s position was halfback.

Soccer had a passing place in family lore, but a longer-lasting influence 
would be monster movies, as seen on the long-running “Creature Feature” 
horror-movie series hosted by Dr. Paul Bearer. “Creature Feature” aired 
Saturday afternoons on the local St. Petersburg TV station WTOG, and the 
Romweber kids were loyal viewers. Dexter had particular affinities for “The 
Creature From the Black Lagoon” and “Godzilla,” while different siblings 



had equally strong monster-related opinions. Nobody was shy about shar-

ing those opinions, either.

“Even to this day,” Sara said, “it is best to avoid bringing up ‘King Kong vs. 
Godzilla,’ the 1962 and 1963 versions, at the dinner table.”
By the time Dexter was 11 years old, mother Sara decided she wanted her kids 
to be around a university. So in 1977 the family moved again, 750 miles north 
to the college town of Chapel Hill. They took up residence in a house on Pine 
Street, just off the main drag through Carrboro west of town. Chez Romwe-
ber soon turned into a hub with numerous friends, acquaintances, freaks and 
fellow travelers coming and going at all hours of the day and night.
“At least one stray was almost always around,” Sara said.

While none of the Romweber offspring would avail themselves of Chapel 
Hill’s University of North Carolina, the move did not go for naught. A new 
generation of Chapel Hill’s music scene was stirring to life, and Dexter was 
not the only Romweber who would go on to more-than-respectable music 
careers. Dexter’s big brother Joe fronted another noted Chapel Hill group, 
UV Prom. And sister Sara played drums in a series of bands including Mitch 
Easter’s Let’s Active in the 1980s, Snatches of Pink in the 1990s and eventu-
ally the Dex Romweber Duo.

But as the 1970s turned into the ’80s, Chapel Hill’s nationwide reputation 
was still more for sports than music, especially Dean Smith’s UNC Tar Heels 
basketball team (which reached the Final Four of the NCAA Tournament 
the year the Romwebers arrived in town, losing to Marquette in the champi-
onship game). Look back further, however, and the town’s musical history 
was rich in lore.

Before finding late-life fame as one of the world’s pre-eminent players of 
Piedmont blues, Elizabeth Cotten grew up in Chapel Hill at the turn of the 
20th century, close enough to the railroad tracks that she set her classic 
folk-blues song “Freight Train” to the clickety-clack rhythms of the passing 
trains she heard every day. Kay Kyser, a native of the Down East town of 
Rocky Mount, went from leading cheers and the student orchestra at UNC 
in the 1920s to radio fame a decade later as big-band leader for the long-run-
ning “Kollege of Musical Knowledge” radio show.



Chapel Hill-based Colonial Records distributed sizable hits for Greensboro 
rockabilly singer Billy “Crash” Craddock, Winston-Salem-born country star 
George Hamilton IV – and also “What It Was, Was Football,” a 1953 hit that 
launched Mount Airy native Andy Griffith on his way to becoming the tele-
vision sheriff of Mayberry R.F.D. Doug Clark and the Hot Nuts emerged 
as one of the top party bands on the Southeastern frat-house circuit in 
the 1960s and stayed popular enough to continue on even after frontman 
Clark’s death in 2002. And an odd stringband called the Red Clay Ramblers 
started up in 1972, launching a career that would stretch from folk festivals 
to Broadway stages and even movie screens over four-plus decades.

Not that young Dexter was aware of any of this, at least not at first. In his 
pre-teen years, Dexter wasn’t listening to much music beyond what came 
his way on the radio.

“I was a typical ’70s kid,” Dexter remembered. “Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, 
Lynyrd Skynyrd. But then a friend of my brother’s brought some Kiss re-
cords to school and I completely flipped out on that. One of the first concerts 
I ever saw was Kiss in 1978, when I was 12 years old.”

That was also around the time Dexter took up guitar with a Tesco electric 
he taught himself to play. Sara remembers her brother being a natural mu-
sician from the very start, playing as well as writing songs steeped in space 
and movie-monster lore (“Planet Jane/She was a space pioneer”). Dexter’s 
Kiss fixation faded soon enough, and he took notice of some of the late-’70s/
early-’80s new wave happening closer to home. Down in Athens, Georgia, 
the B-52’s were hitting it big with a spaced-out take on ’60s garage rock. 
Over in Winston-Salem, Mitch Easter, Chris Stamey and Peter Holsapple 
were playing in a series of bands – Sneakers, Rittenhouse Square, H-Bombs 
– that eventually yielded up the dB’s and Let’s Active. And in Chapel Hill, 
Arrogance, Pressure Boys and Rick Rock were among the local acts playing 
clubs.







“We didn’t really know it at the time, since we were just little kids 
playing in the basement and they were ‘adults,’ but there was this mu-
sic scene swirling around and above our heads,” said Dexter’s friend 
Tony “Tone” Mayer, who would go on to play bass with Flat Duo Jets. 
“I guess you could say it was indirectly influential.”

What caught Dexter’s ear most of all was the rockabilly subset of new 
wave. Not the faux-revivalism of the Stray Cats or Polecats but the raw-
er tones of The Cramps, a California band that worked a horror-movie 
aesthetic steeped in those same Saturday afternoon “Creature Feature” 
movies Dexter had been watching in Florida. From there, it was a short 
step back to the original source, the ’50s rockabilly cats who invented 
rock ’n’ roll in the first place – Elvis, Jerry Lee, Carl Perkins and scores 
of other long-forgotten obscurities.

With Mayer as his record-collecting partner in crime, Dexter devoted 
himself to seeking those old records out, and it turned out there was 
a fair amount of rockabilly history to be found right there in Chapel 
Hill. Dexter began building his record collection by haunting all the 
area’s secondhand shops in search of old records, the more obscure 
the better.

“There were rockabilly singers in Chapel Hill in the ’50s and I’d find 
their 45s in thrift stores,” Dexter recalled. “Like this woman named 
Cecilia Batton. ‘Lonesome Train’ – not the same song as Johnny Bur-
nette, but a weird fucking song. Henry Wilson did ‘Are You Ready,’ 
on that local label Colonial. And there was a guy in Durham named 
Roy House, this flipped-out honky-tonk singer. He had this one song 
Sara and I recorded (on the 2009 Dex Romweber Duo album Ruins of 
Berlin) called ‘Is It Too Late?,’ a haunting and weird and mournful song 
with incredibly poetic lyrics. Real tear-jerker stuff. Me and Sara have a 
mutual friend whose mother had somehow been involved in the local 
music scene in the ’50s, and she knew Roy House. All she could say 
was that he was a very silent, melancholy guy.”



Early on, Dexter’s practice space was the basement of the Pine Street 
house. He would bang on his guitar and sing next to the furnace, which 
carried his voice all over the house through vents as he struggled to 
figure out the tunes, chords and words to old songs. Since they were 
oldies, a lot of them were songs his mother knew. As sister Sara re-
membered it, more than once she and her mom would be in the kitch-
en cooking when they’d hear him stumble over one lyric or another. So 
mom would put down her knife on the cutting board, go open the door 
to the basement and call downstairs.

“Dex, honey, that one goes…” “Okay, thanks, mom!”

By his early teens, Dexter had moved out of the Pine Street house, but 
he didn’t go far. There was a small one-room shack behind the house, 
the sort of structure you’d use to store tools or a lawnmower. Dexter 
turned it into an underworld art studio, moving in his record collec-
tion while furnishing the place with cobweb-covered secondhand fur-
niture, candles and vintage photos of Elvis, James Brown and other 
idols in his pantheon. Just as you might expect the grandson of a casket 
magnate to do, he christened the place The Mausoleum.



The kamikazes





“It was this very campy, ’40s-vintage horror kind of place,” Dexter said 
of The Mausoleum. “The vibe was ‘The Addams Family’ or ‘The Mun-
sters’ – gothic, but not the English kind of neo-gothic. More like The 
Cramps’ combination of horror and ’50s rockabilly.”

The Mausoleum became a semi-legendary local hangout, much to the 
consternation of various parental figures due to the volume of pot being 
smoked.
“Our parents kept moving us away to keep us apart,” Mayer said. “So 
there was always someone from the core group missing from all the 
coming and going.”

Despite the disapproval, The Mausoleum eventually acquired enough 
of a reputation beyond Chapel Hill that MTV came to town to film a 



“Cutting Edge” feature on the place in February 1985. Dexter was in 
rare form during the segment, appearing in a leather jacket with a po-
lice officer’s hat askew on his head, chain-smoking while drinking out 
of a small cup on a chain. 

“Welcome to The Maus,” Dexter told MTV’s camera crew. “This is 
where I spend my time growin’ up.”

Chief among the characters frequenting The Mausoleum back then 
was Christopher ‘Crow’ Smith, who Dexter had met and bonded with 
during his Kiss phase when they were both at Carrboro Elementary. 
The way Crow remembered it, he’d just been in a school production of 
“Annie” (playing FDR), and Crow approached him about singing in a 
band he wanted to start.

“I went to Dex’s house to try it, and flopped miserably,” Crow said. 
“Sara was playing drums and Dex guitar in a Led Zeppelin-type setup, 
and I was awful. But I could play one part of ‘Stairway to Heaven’ on 
guitar. I did that and they went, ‘Oh my God, you’re our new guitar 
player!’ Even though that was the only thing I knew how to play.”

They recruited another friend to sing, Hunter Landon, and Dexter’s 
first band was born: The Remainz. It was a pretty seat-of-the-pants op-

eration. Lacking a proper drumkit, Sara had to make do with boxes, 
suitcases, pots, pans and whatever else was at hand. As she discovered, 
the slanted shape of a sewing-machine case worked pretty well as a 
snare drum.
Not surprisingly, The Remainz were short-lived and lasted all of two 
shows.

Gig number one was a talent show at Culbreth Middle School, three 
miles away from The Mausoleum; Dexter said their long hair left the 
audience confused enough to wonder if they were boys or girls, “and 





we sure weren’t gonna tell ’em.” Gig number two was Crow’s going-away 
party when his family was moving off to California, which closed the book 
on The Remainz.

But the nucleus stayed together as a shifting series of bands with a revolving 
cast of characters. Among those passing through were Mayer; Sean Reyn-
olds, who would go on to earn platinum records as Sean Yseult, bassist in 
White Zombie; and Sara’s future Snatches of Pink bandmate Michael Rank. 
One of the longer-lived ensembles to emerge was Crash Landon and the Ka-
mikazes, who continued on even after Sara left to join Let’s Active in  1981.

“There were lots of different versions of the Kamikazes, a lot of people com- 
ing  and  going  while  everyone  was  still  learning  their  instruments,”  Sara 
said. “To this day, that’s still one of the best bands I’ve ever been in. It was all 
hardcore pushin’-it ’60s rock ’n’ roll. We’d play at The Station in Carrboro 
and  also  this  pizza  place  in  Greensboro.  None  of  us  were  old  enough  to 
drive, so our mom would take us to the gig and sit back in a corner study-
ing while we played. Then we’d all pile back into the station wagon and go 
home. She was not a ‘show mom’ or anything, but all the family’s musical 
talent comes from her. She was a great classical pianist growing up, very 
talented.”

  Truly, Mother Sara was the unsung hero of the Romweber kids’ early- 
  music career, and not just for chauffeuring and helping with lyrics to old 

songs. She also introduced them to Frederic Chopin, the classical pianist, 
which inspired Dexter to sneak into the practice rooms  over at UNC’s 
music department to teach himself how to play piano eventually, Dexter 
would draw on this experience to make a weirdly  magnificent little 
mini- album of pianistic flourishes, 2006’s Piano , pro- duced by dB’s co- 
founder Chris Stamey).

Years later, Dexter and Sara paid tribute to their mother on the 2014 
Dex Romweber Duo album Images 13. The inner packaging of the com-
pact disc version includes a picture of the brightly colored album cov-
er of a 1957 compilation called Hits A’ Poppin’: Radio and TV Favorites, 
featuring the elder Sara Romweber wearing a sweater, string of pearls 
and a big smile – an artifact of her brief time as a model in New York 
City in the 1950s.



“A  friend  of  mine  found  a  copy  of  that  album  at  a  thrift  store  in Dur 
ham,” Dexter said. “He had gotten that and some other records for my birth- 
day, and when we were passing it around the table he said, ‘That really 
looks like your mom.’ And mom was there and said, ‘Oh, that is me.’ How 
weird is that?”

The Kamikazes had just about run their course toward the end of Dexter’s 
time in high school, when Hunter Landon left to join the local ga - rage-punk 
band Bad Checks. That was also when Crow moved back to Chapel Hill. In 
short order, Crow was back at The Mausoleum, where he and Dexter spent 
endless hours drinking, smoking weed and lis- tening to the old records 
Dexter was still collecting. In addition to ac- quiring an encyclopedic 
mental jukebox of everybody from Jerry Lee Lewis to The Coasters, Dexter 
had put aside his Tesco in favor of the Sears Silvertone guitar that would 
become his onstage trademark.

“The Silvertone I’ve got now is the 13th I’ve been through,” Dexter 
said. “All the same model, ’63 or ’64. They’re not hard to find, but 
they’re a lot more expensive now. In the ’60s, they originally cost like 
$65, and now they go for about $400. I’ve just always loved the sound. 
Sears would gather up weird home materials to use, like putting ceil
ing tile on the side – and the pickups are actually made out of lipstick 
tubes. But there’s magic in those pickups. I’ve tried Fenders and other 
guitars, but I always go back to Silvertones. They have the best sound 
of any guitar I’ve ever used.”

One day when nobody else was around, Dexter and Crow decided to 
jam as a duo. This being many years before the White Stripes, Black 
Keys or Jucifer, guitar-drums duos were a rarity. But Crow got behind 
the drums, Dexter strapped on his Silvertone and they fired up “Born 
To Lose,” a mournful ballad that Ray Charles had made famous on his 
1962 landmark Modern Sounds in Country and Western Music . It sound -
ed pretty good, they kept playing and by the end of the jam a new 
band was born with Crow as fulltime drummer.



“I was always a much better drummer than guitar player and had a 
natural affinity for it,” Crow said. “I liked the idea of beating up on 
something that was not a person. Some of the problems I had later 
may have been from not having that venting thing. I needed that.”



WELCOME TO THE MAUS





Dex and Crow considered calling themselves Forgotten Hipsters before 
choosing the name Flat Duo Jets – the brand of Gretsch guitar that Cliff Gal-
lup had played in ’50s rockabilly star Gene Vincent’s backup band, the Blue 
Caps, and a name that sounded sleek, retro and futuristic all at the same 
time. Perfect, in other words.

Once they started gigging out in Chapel Hill, it didn’t take the Jets long 
to attract the attention of other musicians on the scene. Andy McMillan, 
who would later play alongside Sara Romweber in Snatches of Pink, caught 
them early on and was as awestruck as Tom Maxwell.
“Bands like R.E.M. were in the air back then,” McMillan said. “They were 
guys from another college town, and hearing them gave everybody the 
idea, ‘Hey, you can do this.’ So there I was, trying to figure out all this mu-



sic stuff when I saw Dexter, and it seemed like he already knew everything. 
He was so ridiculously great live – spontaneity, pain and unbridled joy all at 
the same time. He was lightning in a bottle, almost at war with himself. I’ve 
always said there are four performers who make me wonder why I even 
bother because they had that something I never will: Robert Johnson, Little 
Richard, Otis Redding and Dex.

There are plenty of other performers I admire, especially Kurt Cobain. But 
those are the original wild men to me.”
Not long after forming, Flat Duo Jets came to the attention of Josh Grier, 
general manager of Dolphin Records. Dolphin was the label arm of Record 
Bar, the Durham-based retail chain, and it was doing decent business with 
local music – especially Mondo Montage , a 1983 compilation with tracks 
from Let’s Active, Arrogance and the X-Teens, among others. So Grier took 
Dexter and Crow into Chapel Hill’s TGS Studios for a single-day session 
one week before Christmas 1984.

The result was Flat Duo Jets (In Stereo) , their first release, a six-track cassette 
recorded live – “No Overdubs, No Effects” – with this helpful advice in 
the credits: “As with all live records this music sounds best when played 
LOUD.” Five of (In Stereo)’s  six tracks were well-worn covers by Elvis Pres-
ley, Buddy Holly and Bo Diddley. The one original was an instrumental 
called “Theme For Dick Fontaine.”

Who?

“There was no Dick Fontaine,” Dexter said. “He was a fictional character; a 
sort of ‘spy’ hero that existed in our own heads.”

(In Stereo) was certainly good for what it was, a no-frills demo that pre-
sented the Jets in their embryonic state. From the black-and-white Eddie 
Cochran photo on the cover to the playlist, it certainly evoked Dexter’s de-
votion to his early rock heroes. Still, (In Stereo)  didn’t come anywhere near 
capturing the breakneck velocity of Crow’s runaway-train drumming, or 
the raw-power fireworks of Dexter’s voice. But that’s what their live shows 



were for. Onstage was still the Jets’ best drawing card, and they continued 
making jaws drop every show they played.

“The first time I saw the Jets was, of course, fucking amazing,” said Dick 
Hodgin, a local producer and manager. “What attracted me was, number 
one, it was so obvious that Dexter was off the chain, trying to corral that 
lightning bolt. And number two, he just had an amazing voice. Sometime 
after that, he and I were talking outside Cat’s Cradle one night and he was 
bemoaning the fact that he didn’t have anybody repping him. We had a 
couple of late-night breakfasts where we talked about what he wanted. 
I challenged him, asking what he thought his best asset was. He said his 
understanding of music. ‘Wrong,’ I told him. ‘Your voice is what people 
are drawn to, and the wild and crazy Flat Duo Jets presentation is the next 
thing.’ Other musicians might catch on to some of his historian stuff, but 
most people don’t know or care about that.”
Hodgin would sign on as Dexter’s manager in the summer of 1987 and re-
main in that capacity until 1994.

After (In Stereo)  came out, the Jets were still killing it onstage night in and 
night out, feeling their oats and looking beyond Carrboro – to Athens, Geor-
gia, another college town 350 miles down the road. There were good rea-
sons to head that way. It was, in Dexter’s words, “a massive party town” 
with a bustling community of local bands. The Jets had played some suc-
cessful shows in Athens, and Romweber family friend Jefferson Holt was 
there managing R.E.M. Last but not least, Dexter had met someone of the 
female persuasion there, a young woman who would become his first real 
girlfriend.

That settled it, and Dexter, Crow and another Mausoleum pal named Cray 
(Steve Gunn) picked up and moved down to Athens in the spring of 1986. 
Athens was a tough town to impress, but the Jets’ arrival did not go unno-
ticed.



“Bands were a dime a dozen in Athens back then and it was hard to get 
too excited about anybody,” said Claire Horne, guitarist in the Athens band 
B-B-Q Killers. “But when Flat Duo Jets moved to town, it was like these cra-
zy musical apostles had just landed in a spaceship. Even in a town steeped 
in great music, no one had ever seen anything quite like them. They made 
a huge impression because they were so different and had this amazing 
energy. This wasn’t just noodling around on some fun, new-wavey, punk-
rocky thing. Flat Duo Jets were serious, and Dexter came from this entire 
other level of music and songs. I was pretty uneducated about all of that, 
but Dexter just knew so much and it never interfered with him channeling 
that crazy man-child.”

For his part, Dexter himself described the Jets’ Athens sojourn in consider-
ably less epic, more nonchalant terms: “We smoked a lot of weed, drank, 
did drugs, raised hell and lived in this little hovel where we wrote ‘Heart-
break Hotel’ on the door. And we played some gigs and somehow got asked 
to be in that movie.”

“That movie” was “Athens, GA. – Inside/Out,” a documentary about the 
Athens scene that also featured B-B-Q Killers, Love Tractor, Kilkenny Kats 
and other local stars alongside the B-52’s and R.E.M. The Jets had just ar-

rived and were not exactly part of the fabric in Athens, but they pretty much 
had to be in it.
“There was always a weird thing about why the Jets were in that movie be-
cause they weren’t really from Athens,” said Bill Cody, one of the producers 
of “Inside/Out.” “They were living in this crumbling old plantation with no 
plumbing, which was where we filmed the acoustic stuff, and Dexter had 
this girlfriend who wanted to be Minnie Pearl. But at that moment, every-
body in town was talking about Dex. He was of that moment and could not 
have been better when we shot him, just on fire. We shot the Jets playing at 
this frat house and they wouldn’t let them leave. Finally Dexter took his gui-

tar, rammed it through the speaker and said, ‘Now you have to let me out. If 
I have to destroy this amp to get offstage, I’ll do it.’ (Michael) Stipe was there 
and said it was the greatest thing he’d ever seen. And the other day, (“He’s 
Just Not That Into You” author) Greg Behrendt told me he’d watched the 
Athens movie again and thought that scene with Dex was ‘the greatest rock 
’n’ roll piece ever done.’”



Local bonafides or not, Dexter and Crow stole “Inside/Out” with a raging 
full-on performance in front of a University of Georgia fraternity house, 
shot on a night cold enough that you could see Dexter’s breaths between 
howls as he flailed away on his trusty Silvertone. Cody and his crew were 
so impressed with the Jets that they continued shooting subsequent per-
formances and interviews – footage that later emerged in the 2006 docu -
mentary “2 Headed Cow.” While Dexter himself is not a fan of the film, its 
black-and-white performance footage makes “2 Headed Cow” an essential 
time-capsule document of the early Flat Duo Jets live experience.
Not that the Jets were having much luck winning over the public, of course. 
“The thing about those shows we filmed back then was that nobody was 
there,” said Cody. “You’re watching it and thinking, ‘My God, this is like 
seeing Nirvana for the first time’ – until you see the crowd. There were 
hordes of kids going nuts at Nirvana’s shows, while in our footage there’s 
eight people going nuts. But I don’t think there was a better band on earth 
than Flat Duo Jets when they were on. Jack White once said, ‘What breaks 
my heart about Dex is, have you ever been to the greatest show ever and 
six people are there?’ Oh yeah, I’ve been at that show. There was one time 
in Los Angeles where the entire audience for Dexter was Lux Interior and 
Poison Ivy from The Cramps, some well-known television actor, me and a 
friend. ‘Well,’ I thought, ‘at least 60 percent of this audience is incredibly 
famous.’”

By the winter of 1987, Dexter reckoned he’d gotten everything he was going 
to get out of Athens. It was time to go home. So the Jets went back to Carr-

boro, with Dexter and friends resuming their usual between-show routine 
of excess at The Mausoleum. Everything seemed as it had been before – un-

til the fire.

On a night involving, in Dexter’s words, “too much LSD and beer,” he went 
for a walk and left behind a lit candle. It burned all the way down and ig -
nited a conflagration that destroyed The Mausoleum. Luckily, no one was 
hurt, not even Cray (who was passed out asleep on Dexter’s bed when the 



fire started). But Dexter lost almost everything, including his beloved re -
cord collection. In the heat of the moment, Dexter was so distraught that he 
disbanded the Jets because the thought of carrying on just seemed like too 
much. Close to 30 years later, Dexter was still citing that fire as a profound 
milestone.



“Not that we’d been exactly ‘innocent,’ but it seemed like The Mausoleum 
burning down destroyed our innocence,” he said. “That was Flat Duo Jets’ 
birthplace and suddenly, youth is gone. The party house of horror and goth-
ic rockabilly, destroyed. We lost the one place everyone came to, and my 
group of friends that grew up together began to splinter. We didn’t hang 
out as much or get high together as much. I went into a very big depression 
after that.”

Kirk Ross had just moved to town in 1987, drawn in part by one particularly 
wild Flat Duo Jets show he saw on a visit. “I could live here,” Ross conclud-
ed after watching Dexter break three strings in three songs. He was free-
lance-writing for the local papers while playing in bands and had just set 
up an appointment to interview Dexter at The Mausoleum for a newspaper 
story when the fire intervened.



“Dexter was back in the Pine Street house, living in the basement,” Ross 
said. “He told me, ‘The band broke up, The Mausoleum burned down and 
I lost all my records,’ and he showed me all these melted Eddie Cochran 
records. He’d kept the melted frozen goo of his collection, which was so 
sad. I got some of my records and we sat and listened to them while I tried 
to interview him, but he was still pretty glum. Then it was like a scene from 
a film. Crow came walking slowly downstairs, ‘Hey, man.’ One thing led 
to another and they started jamming with Crow playing on boxes. And ev-
erything was okay again. Well, not exactly. The Mausoleum was still gone. 
But they were back together and I got to see them reunite, with my tape 
recorder running.”

Renewed, Flat Duo Jets got back to work after the fire and even expanded 
the lineup from duo to trio. Dexter’s old Kamikazes bandmate Mayer had 
moved out to Bellingham, Washington, for a time after high school, and he 
joined the Jets on upright bass soon after returning to Chapel Hill. Along 
with firming up the bottom end, Mayer’s bass added heft to the Jets’ wall of 
sound and took their onstage firepower to an even higher level than before.

By 1988, Jefferson Holt had been persuaded to invest some of his earnings 
from managing R.E.M. (then riding high with 1987’s Document, their first 
top-10 and million-selling album) in a startup label. The instigator was a 
longtime friend named William MacAdoo “Mac” Euliss, a crazy brilliant 
musician who had grown up next door to Holt in Burlington and served as 
his best friend and soul brother. After falling on hard times and getting a 
real estate license, Euliss moved to Athens at Holt’s behest, the idea being 
that they might buy some properties together.
Instead, Euliss talked Holt into forming a record company for him to man-

age. After a brief time as Sosumi Records, they settled on the name Dog 
Gone for the label, and it soon became a veritable Romweber clubhouse. 
Flat Duo Jets was the first act Holt signed to Dog Gone Records, followed in 
short order by Snatches of Pink – the band Sara Romweber had joined after 
leaving Let’s Active.       



Finally, it was time for the Jets to make their first full-length album. For the 
producer, Holt selected another artist from the Dog Gone roster in Mark 
Bingham, a New Orleans by way of New York hand whose credits included 
everything from Rebirth Brass Band to avant-garde guitarist Glenn Branca. 
They had met through Bingham’s work on Stay Awake, Hal Willner’s 1988 
Disney tribute album, when Michael Stipe sang on the project.

“Mark was great to work with, and right in tune with our way of thinking,” 
said Mayer. “He had the same vision and the same ear that we did. We felt 
sort of marginalized by the way we were, and to find someone with legiti-
macy whose viewpoint agreed with ours felt real good.”

With Bingham at the helm, the trio of Dexter, Crow and Tony recorded in At-
lanta and Athens in November 1988. And even though the whole thing was 
pretty much done and dusted by not too far into 1989, it was not until the 
beginning of 1990 that Flat Duo Jets (Dog Gone serial number DOG-0004) 
was finally unleashed on an unsuspecting world and appeared in record 
stores. The first look most record-buyers got of Flat Duo Jets was a black-
and-white album-cover photo credited to someone named “D. Hogan.”

“That was me, actually,” said Dexter’s manager Dick Hodgin. “I took the 
cover picture, and they got my name wrong on the back. Oh well. But the 
cover was designed by Janet Perr, who had won a Grammy for Cyndi Lau-
per’s She’s So Unusual a few years earlier. She was a friend, doing all these 
ridiculously huge covers for the Rolling Stones and Run-DMC. I called Jef-
ferson in Hong Kong or someplace to ask if it was okay to use her and he 
said, ‘Sure, offer her $2,000.’ I told him, ‘That’s a joke, son, pick another 
number.’ Ultimately, she did it for $2,500, which was about one-fourth her 
usual price.”
Close to 30 years after it was tracked, Flat Duo Jets remains jaw-dropping 
from first note to last. This was music that didn’t seem to exist in any sin-
gle time or dimension, a shotgun wedding between Dex’s classic rockabilly 
voice and the metallic thunder of Crow’s drumming on a collection of most-
ly obscure older songs, revved up to speed-of-light intensity. It was raw, 
and also fully, perfectly realized.



But depending on what day you catch him, there’s every chance Dexter will 
tell you he’s less than impressed with Flat Duo Jets. From the business end 
of a quarter-century’s worth of hindsight and regrets, he even hints that he 
finds it inferior to (In Stereo).

“At the time we made that record, we were all living in separate spaces,” 
Dexter said. “The old Mausoleum thing we’d had of best buddies together 
all the time in close quarters was really over. We just didn’t have the same 
camaraderie as when we did (In Stereo). We tried, but unless it’s effortless it 
won’t work.”

Flat Duo Jets doesn’t exactly sound effortless – it’s far too wired, weird, wild 
and steeped in blood, sweat and tears for that – but it definitely works no 
matter what Dexter thinks. The opening song begins with an almost gentle 
guitar strum, but then Crow’s drums kick in and Dexter starts barking out a 
song you’ve never heard unless you’re somehow familiar with Glenn Bland. 
An obscure Texas rockabilly singer, Bland left behind few traces of his time 
on earth. But one of them was this song, “My Life, My Love,” a dusty old 
45 of which Dexter found and committed to memory before it burned up in 
The Mausoleum fire.

Dexter’s gone-but-not-forgotten record collection was one of the stars of Flat 
Duo Jets, on which the Jets rescued long-lost obscurities by the likes of Bland, 
Bobby Brown & The Curios, Walt Benton, Benny Joy and Johnny Carroll, 







dust-devil tornado that happened. 
it wasn’t a performance so much as this 

–David Menconi



plus numbers by piano legend Fats Domino, jazz great Ella Fitzgerald, New 
Orleans bandleader Louis Prima and even British Invasion pop band the 
Dave Clark Five.

Throw in a pair of originals – an instrumental called “Madagascar,” and 
another song called “Pink Gardenia” that might as well have been an instru-
mental because its lyrics consist of nothing but the title repeated three times 
between raveups of drum fury and demented surf-guitar squall – and Flat 

Duo Jets is a seamless merger of high-brow and low.

Throughout all 14 tracks, every element is pretty much perfect, Crow’s 
barn-burning drums locked in a race to the finish with Mayer’s bass under 
cover of Dexter’s guitar barrage. But towering above it all is Dexter’s gift-
from-God voice, which begs, pleads and blusters in a way that is somehow 
inviting and terrifying all at the same time. It’s a voice for the ages, crooning 
here and howling there, leaving the listener as breathless as Dexter himself 
by the end. From Elvis on down, Dexter evokes countless greats and near-
greats of old throughout the album, picking up where Gene Vincent left off 
in 1956 with The Bop That Just Won’t Stop and transporting it out near the 
vicinity of Saturn’s rings.
Flat Duo Jets  peaks around when the time comes to flip over the vinyl ver-
sion, starting with side one’s concluding song (or track seven on the CD ver-
sion) – “Chiquita,” an R&B instrumental the Dave Clark Five first released 
way back in 1962. But where their original glided along like a butterfly, this 
Jets’ version stings like a bee with Dexter hammering amped-up surf-gui-
tar riffs over Crow’s rolling cadences. That segues nicely into the side-two-
opening instrumental rendition of “Sing Sing Sing,” a 1936 ballroom work -
out by the great swing icon Prima (best-known to kids of later generations 
as the voice of the mischievous orangutan King Louis in Walt Disney’s 1967 
cartoon “The Jungle Book”). Prima’s original is a head-bopping tune, but 
the Jets’ version will move you to jump up and down before running for 
cover because it has the power of a rampaging mastodon. Cool, though. 
After the album’s release, New York’s Paramount Hotel would use the Jets’ 
“Sing Sing Sing” in a television ad.



Following “Sing Sing Sing” is the album’s masterstroke. “Wild Wild Lover” 
was another of Dexter’s obscure finds, by a Florida rockabilly singer named 
Benny Joy who died just a month before Flat Duo Jets was recorded.

“Benny Joy was from Tampa and about all I know about him is he did not get 
as famous as he wanted to,” Dexter said. “Best rockabilly singer ever, to me.”

Maybe the esteem Dexter has for Benny Joy accounts for the intensity of his 
performance on “Wild Wild Lover.” It starts out with a jittery, jangly guitar 
strum, which Dexter matches with a vocal tone that’s just as urgent. He 
sounds quavering and wild-eyed, barely in control, hell hounds on his tail. 
And all he can think to do is go faster, fast enough that no one who dares try 
to leave will ever get away again. Crow and Tone’s rhythm section barrels 
along, too, pausing only for Dexter to holler one line of the chorus unaccom -
panied -- Baby baby, it was YOU! – before continuing the onward rush. It is 
as spooky an evocation of magnificent obsession as you’ll ever hear.

Well, I woke up this morning, I found that lover gone

Tore my heart apart to think she left me all alone

Misery creepin’ on me and my heart was full of pain

That wild wild lovin’ woman, well it drove my mind insane…

“Wild Wild Lover” was also the song that Flat Duo Jets played at the apex 
of their time in the mainstream spotlight, a 1990 national-television appear -
ance on NBC’s “Late Night With David Letterman.” The Jets had already 
spent several months that year on the road opening for The Cramps, earn -
ing plaudits across the country (including a Rapturous New York Times 
review in which critic Jon Pareles approvingly likened the group’s updated 
take on rockabilly to speed metal). But what ultimately clinched the gig 
was some personal-touch lobbying by Dexter’s manager Dick Hodgin from 
three years earlier.



Hodgin had been at the 1987 New Music Seminar in New York, working 
with Charlotte underground-rock band Fetchin’ Bones on an ill-fated Cap -
itol Records junket that was later dubbed “The Boat Ride to Hell.” Fetchin’ 
Bones were one of several Capitol acts playing on a ferry that was hot and 
uncomfortable, without enough food and drink onboard (and no way to 
leave early except to jump overboard and swim through New York Harbor). 
Hodgin caught somebody getting into his band’s deli tray, and it happened 
to be “Letterman” show bandleader Paul Shaffer.

They got to talking and Shaffer asked “who was good in North Carolina.” 
So Hodgin, who had just begun managing Dexter, told Shaffer about the 
Jets’ wild-man rockabilly.
“Ooh,” Shaffer said, “I love rockabilly” – a detail Hodgin filed away for 
future reference.

Three years later, a last-minute cancellation created an opening for a band 
to play “Letterman” on Friday, July 13th. With the momentum of favorable 
press on their side, the Jets were in the running – but it was a highly coveted 
slot, and they weren’t the only band after it. So Hodgin gave the Jets’ publi -
cist a message to pass along: “Get to Paul Shaffer and tell him Flat Duo Jets 
are the band Dick Hodgin told him about on ‘The Boat Ride to Hell.’”

Within the hour, they had the gig.

“You just never know,” Hodgin said, “when that shit’s gonna come back.” 
Once in front of NBC’s cameras and the studio audience, of course, the Jets 
killed it the same as always. The house band played along on “Wild Wild 

Lover,” too, with Shaffer chipping in a barrelhouse piano solo. But it was 
impossible to pay attention to much beyond Hurricane Dexter at the cen -
ter-stage microphone, Crow to his right and Tone to his left, looking for all 
the world as if he was about to juke right out of his skin as he struggled to 
stay in one place enough to sing on-mike.

Back home in Chapel Hill, the Jets’ local peers were watching, gathered to -
gether around television sets in local clubs and restaurants.



“I remember all of us congregating at Pyewacket to see them on 
‘Letterman,’” said Tom Maxwell. “It was just like seeing them play 
live in person, just electric even though it was on a little TV set. 
And people went nuts, cheering wildly. Chapel Hill was nothing 
if not parochial and there was a lot of pride there. We all felt like 
it could not have happened to more deserving people.”

This should be the part of the story where Flat Duo Jets took off, launching 
the group onto the radio, the charts and the bigger stages they deserved. 
Great album, high-profile touring, gold-plated critical acclaim, famous 
friends singing their praises, network-television debut – it seemed like all 
the elements were in place.



But… it didn’t happen, for the usual myriad reasons (or lack thereof). Lack 
of effort certainly wasn’t one of them. The Jets went home after “Letterman” 
and kept right on playing, recording, touring and slaying audiences night 
after night. One person who noticed was a Detroit musician named Antho -
ny Gillis. Renaming himself Jack White, he formed a similarly configured 
roots-rock guitar-drums duo in the late ’90s and struck platinum with the 
White Stripes. Even with White singing Flat Duo Jets’ praises as blueprint 
for the White Stripes, however, the Jets themselves would never escape the 
college-radio ghetto.

Not too long after “Letterman,” Tony Mayer decided he’d had enough and 
wanted to focus on another group he played in, Chickenwire Gang. So he 
left, and the Jets were back to Dex and Crow.



None of us were great at interpersonal skills regarding anger 
and frustration. So I just ran away from conflict, which was not a 
great decision. Probably one of my worst ever, in fact, because I 
was also afraid of success. But it did allow me to move on.”

Memphis rock legend Jim Dickinson produced the Jets’ second full-length, 
1991’s Go Go Harlem Baby, an album every bit as good as the debut. But even 
though it was released the same year that Nirvana established alternative rock 
as “the new mainstream,” Go Go Harlem Baby  didn’t break through, either.

Just as grunge did nothing to improve the Jets’ fortunes in the early ’90s, the 
“swing revival” that arrived late that decade was also no help even as it put 
rockabilly-turned-swing poseur Brian Setzer back in the top-10 of the album 
charts for the first time since his Stray Cats days (on the strength of a Louis 
Prima cover, no less, “Jump Jive an’ Wail”). The Jets finally got to make a 
major-label album in 1998 with the lush and underrated Lucky Eye  for the 
Geffen imprint Outpost, produced by Scott Litt and Chris Stamey. But it also 
fared poorly in the marketplace, and the Jets dissolved the following year 
for good. 





While Dexter remained active as a musician after the Jets’ breakup, 
Crow’s path was darker. He battled substance abuse and person-
al problems, culminating in a four-year prison stint that ended in 
2015. As of 2016, he was living with his mother in Virginia, driving a 
dumptruck for a living and trying to put his life back together.

“I always loved Dex and was on his side, which I don’t 
think he recognized,” Crow said. “I don’t think he knew 
how much of a friend he had with me. I always felt 
taken for granted. People would say mean things when 
he wasn’t around, and I’d defend him. I don’t think he 
realized that as much as I wish he had. Before every tour, 
his mom would come to me and say, ‘Please take care of 
him.’ I did the best I could. Yeah, I failed a lot. People in 
rock ’n’ roll are selfish and not necessarily looking out for 
anybody else. But I tried to be the best friend I could.”

Dexter turned 50 years old in 2016 and he still sings and plays beau-
tifully, whether solo or in ensembles ranging from duos on up to big 
bands. Still, he’s never come anywhere near the summit he crested in 
those early, heady days.

“Life is just cruel,” said Jefferson Holt. “What you see with 
Dex, you see with a lot of great songwriters, folk artists, 
blues musicians, indie bands. It’s not a just world. But 
for those of us who care, the Jets still mean a lot. I’m the 
product of a privileged white middle-class upbringing 
where I didn’t fit into the world I was born into. It felt like 
there was no way out and as with so many other people 
of my generation, rock ‘n’ roll felt like the only thing that 
was real and it saved my life. We all have those records 
and when I hear Flat Duo Jets, it reconnects with the same 
synapses as when I was young and hearing Janis Joplin, 
the Beatles, Leonard Cohen. It goes straight to that magic. 
Lots of bands don’t get to record in that initial flowering 
when it’s new to them and so exciting. But Dex never 
could recapture that first date.”



Years later, Dexter has the expected bittersweet feelings about the 
whole whirlwind that surrounded Flat Duo Jets in the late ’80s and 
early ’90s. Even the Jets’ 1990 tour with The Cramps, a seeming match 
made in heaven, was something of a mixed blessing because Dexter 
felt like it was a step backward.

“I actually didn’t want to do it at first because my Cramps years were 
behind me,” Dexter said. “I mean, I still loved them. But I wasn’t 
wearing the blackened bones and smoking weed and drunk all the 
time – the massive teen party going for this gothic rockabilly fuckin’ 
Jerry Lee Lewis thing. I don’t want to say I outgrew that, but I was 
interested in other things by then – Beethoven, Herman Hesse and 
other writers, artists, painters. So even though I still loved rock ’n’ roll 
and always will, it wasn’t 1985 for me anymore. But you can kinda be 
anything you want to be. If you want to be a crazed rockabilly singer 
without both oars in the water, you can certainly be that.”

Never one to go merely halfway in his enthusiasms, Dexter was at 
that time obsessed with literature that he felt was doing things to his 
mind. But the danger just made it that much more appealing. One 
book that made a particularly deep impression was Norwegian au-
thor Knut Hamsun’s 1890 novel “Hunger,” about a writer’s descent 
into deluded madness and poverty as he starved himself to death.

“If I had it to do over, I wouldn’t have read certain books, or 
have them influence me so much,” Dexter said. “Literature was 
driving me insane, especially that book. Hamsun was one of 
my gods and I’d starve myself for days, trying to get into his 
frame of mind. I made it five days without eating once. I just 
let that affect me too much. I was young, took it seriously and 
thought that character was the coolest fuckin’ guy. Errol Flynn’s 
autobiography “My Wicked, Wicked Ways” was another, and 
that Jerry Lee Lewis book “Hellfire.” Those self-destructive 
books about people’s descents had a big impact and made me 
think I had to live like that.”



During that particularly intense literary stretch for Dexter, the Cramps/
Jets tour rolled through Seattle, where Bill Cody (of “Athens, GA.: Inside/
Out” fame) was living. The Jets stayed at Cody’s house overnight after the 
show, and Cody’s roommates were excited to have such a celebrated band 
in the house.

But Dexter was keeping to himself.

“For some reason, Dex got up and went out to sleep in the van in the mid-

dle of the night,” Cody remembered. “The next morning, I’m in my room 
when Dex appears in my doorway. ‘So, um, Bill,’ he says, ‘do you have a 
copy of “Moby Dick” that I could borrow?’ I told him I didn’t, and he got 
that sad look. Said he really wanted to read that the rest of the tour and he 
thought I was the most likely person to have it of everyone he knew. ‘Wish 
I did, I’d give it to ya,’ I said, and he said okay and wandered º away.”

Cody paused to laugh.

“That was a weird compliment, I guess, but also very Dex when you think 
about it,” he concluded. “Then and now, he’s always been chasing that 
rock ‘n’ roll white whale.”

One suspects he always will be







MARK BINGHAM
You probably know more than I do about what has happened to Dexter 
Romweber and Chris “Crow” Smith over the past 25 years. I recorded them 
in 1988 and could barely keep up, even then. Flat Duo Jets got called “ret-
ro-rockabilly,” but what did that mean? This wasn’t fashion, a Sha Na Na 
’50s schtick. They weren’t retro at all, and ’50s rockabilly was only one of 
their inspirations. Night after night, they were gestating the future, not im-
itating the past, seemingly untouched by the rampant careerism of the age.

Once I heard them live, I got it. To me, Dexter sounded like someone who’d 
learned way more guitar and songs than the present could hold. Dexter 
dipped back to ’30s big-band tunes as much as Gene Vincent, and Crow was 
a maximal player whose style was anti-rockabilly. They’d known each other 
since age 12 and played that way, interlocked with one mind.

My road to recording them began in 1987. I was hard at play with Hal Will-
ner making what became Stay Awake, a multi-artist album of vintage Disney 
songs – Tom Waits putting his turn on “Heigh Ho,” Sinead O’Connor do-

ing “Some Day My Prince Will Come.” For the “Bambi” track “Little April 
Shower,” we needed a male singer to duet with Natalie Merchant. This was 
before Jeff Buckley had shown up in New York, and also before Hal had the 
sizeable address book of today, when we might end up with Zucchero, Neil 
Young or Robert Downey Jr.

Natalie wanted Ian McCulloch from Echo & the Bunnymen, but that didn’t 
work out. So she suggested Michael Stipe, who I didn’t know. But Natalie 
clued me in, Willner knew of R.E.M. and we agreed he was a good choice. 
During the session, I met Jefferson Holt and he asked if I had any of my own 
music. I happened to have a cassette of what became I Passed for Human, 
which was about 90-percent done.

Jefferson liked it, and my record ended up on his label Dog Gone Records – 
where I was label-mates with Flat Duo Jets.



Early on, most of what I heard about the Jets was because of the 1986 doc-
umentary “Athens, GA: Inside/Out.” Rumor was that Flat Duo Jets blew 
away all the big-deal bands with raw, timeless, transcendent rock ’n’ roll. 
Those in the know would gush even though the Jets seemed at odds with 
the flowering, well-publicized and preciously self-conscious “Athens music 
scene.”

The town was full of bands who knew how to get press, and every rag from 
Rolling Stone on down was all over it. Who wouldn’t want to write about 
what appeared to be a communal lovefest of a dozen bands full of political-
ly and socially advanced humans, many of whom had dayjobs and didn’t 
take themselves too seriously?
But I wasn’t hip to Athens, finding little to love about indie-rock. Catchi-
ly named post-hippie bands of carpenters and electricians doing WIPSIE 
music (Joe Boyd’s designation: White People Singing In English) was not my 
thing. Despite the bright-light brilliance of the Feelies, dB’s and too many 
more to name, indie-rock seemed to be the lowest-chakra musical genre since 
Gesualdo had gone crazy from syphilis and started writing madrigals that 
were 300 years out of time (“out of time” – where have I heard that before?).

Years later, except for some of what I worked on, I can’t remember a single 
Athens song. Pylon? The Squalls? Oh-OK, Dreams So Real, Love Tractor, 
Hetch Hetchy? There could have been dozens of great Athens tunes, but I 
missed ’em – although I still know songs of Vic Chesnutt. Go figure.

While I did meet many exemplary Athens people leading admirable lives, 
the music left me scratching my head. This new indie-rock of the ’80s was 
the first generation of suburban kid music not directly influenced by black 
music. James Brown and Motown was out, Blondie and Brit rock was in.

Not so the Flat Duo Jets.

Early on, most of what I heard about the Jets was because of the 1986 doc-
umentary “Athens, GA: Inside/Out.” Rumor was that Flat Duo Jets blew 
away all the big-deal bands with raw, timeless, transcendent rock ’n’ roll. 
Those in the know would gush even though the Jets seemed at odds with 
the flowering, well-publicized and preciously self-conscious “Athens music 
scene.”



The town was full of bands who knew how to get press, and every rag from 
Rolling Stone on down was all over it. Who wouldn’t want to write about 
what appeared to be a communal lovefest of a dozen bands full of political-
ly and socially advanced humans, many of whom had dayjobs and didn’t 
take themselves too seriously?

But I wasn’t hip to Athens, finding little to love about indie-rock. Catchi-
ly named post-hippie bands of carpenters and electricians doing WIPSIE 
music (Joe Boyd’s designation: White People Singing In English) was not my 
thing. Despite the bright-light brilliance of the Feelies, dB’s and too many 
more to name, indie-rock seemed to be the lowest-chakra musical genre since 
Gesualdo had gone crazy from syphilis and started writing madrigals that 
were 300 years out of time (“out of time” – where have I heard that before?).

Years later, except for some of what I worked on, I can’t remember a single 
Athens song. Pylon? The Squalls? Oh-OK, Dreams So Real, Love Tractor, 
Hetch Hetchy? There could have been dozens of great Athens tunes, but I 
missed ’em – although I still know songs of Vic Chesnutt. Go figure.

While I did meet many exemplary Athens people leading admirable lives, 
the music left me scratching my head. This new indie-rock of the ’80s was 
the first generation of suburban kid music not directly influenced by black 
music. James Brown and Motown was out, Blondie and Brit rock was in.

Not so the Flat Duo Jets.

My friend Kelly Keller was also friends with Dexter and Crow, and she 
served as my assistant. They trusted her, she trusted me and that was 
enough for the band even though I was the dreaded “outside producer” 
hired by the label. Kelly and I hung out listening to their cassettes, and she 
was a big help shaping material for what ended up on the record. Which 
went like this…
_________________



Friday, October 21, 1988
I flew from New Orleans to Atlanta to see Flat Duo Jets play the White Dot 
Club. Mac Euliss, Dog Gone Records label cat, picked me up and we also 
checked out the Avondale Theatre in Decatur as a place to record. I thought 
it might be good to record them onstage, no headphones with floor wedge 
monitors – live to two-track, same way I’d done blues and Lightning and 
Thunder, a live Mardi Gras Indian record by the Golden Eagles.

That night’s Jets show was an overwhelming whirlwind, although assorted 
hums, hisses and bizzes sounded out between songs. I made a note to get 
Dexter’s guitars and amps checked, and to hoard extra snare heads because 
Crow hit so hard.

After the show, Mac drove us to Athens. We spent the next few weeks work-
ing out logistics, budget and equipment needs to record a very loud band 
live to two-track on the cheap.
_________________

Monday, November 7, 1988
Up early, I spent some time playing with my 17-month-old son while wait-
ing on Kelly. She had managed Dash Rip Rock for years and knew her way 
around the roots-rock touring jungle. But she arrived hungover and crabby, 
venting about her boyfriend – we’ll call him Frank, drummer in a traveling 
band. We had coffee, packed up and headed east. A few cigarettes later, 
Kelly was in a better mood.
In the car, Kelly played some cassettes of recent Jets’ practices and they 
sounded cavernous, hissy, reverb-drenched and full of buzzing amps 
like some Ensenada surf band heard from the back of an empty dirt-floor 
dancehall. I tried to imagine a tighter sound, but how? Dexter’s guitar had 
so much reverb, he sounded far away from close by – and Crow hit hard 
enough to awaken John Bonham.



We stopped at a gas station in Mobile and Kelly went straight for the pay-

phone. Her edgy voice was clear, even from 45 feet away with the windows 
up. You could almost smell the cartoon smoke and singed ear wax as she got 
back in the car and pointed to a nearby liquor store.

“Go there.”

Getting to Georgia took a while because we kept stopping so Kelly could 
continue phone-battling Frank. She was also drinking mescal, which made 
her hungry. A connoisseur of gas-station sandwiches, Kelly always said 
two-day-old tuna was best because the flavors had time to marry. Three 
hours past Mobile, she rolled down the window and threw up. I was happy 
none of it came back into the car.

“I feel much better now,” she said, offering the day’s first smile.

This record had a “no life like the low-life” budget, so Kelly and I were 
bunked together at the Decatur Super 8. The front desk goofed and gave us 
one king-size bed, which didn’t thrill me, but Kelly didn’t care. She took out 
her calling card, picked up the phone and resumed hostilities with Frank. I 
took a walk, got dinner and returned to find Kelly sprawled across the bed, 
the phone off the hook. The flashing red light signaled a call from the front 
desk; the band had arrived.

But the night manager said they didn’t want their room. I went outside, 
found what had to be a band van, knocked and went inside. Crow did much 
of the talking, Dex piping up here and there. I asked about the room and 
Crow told me, in so many words, that motel rooms were just too comfort-

able. They would rather sleep in the van. What could I say? I got them their 
room key, just in case, and Crow put it in the ashtray.

_________________



Tuesday, November 8, 1988
Next morning was cold, and I wondered if they’d really slept all night in 
the van. Kelly and I drove to the Avondale and stood around freezing for 45 
minutes before Dave the owner showed up. Dave was spacey, talking loud 
about nothing. He showed us around, gave us the keys and took off. When 
the band arrived, they brought in their gear and set up onstage as if it was a 
show. As Kelly and I set up speakers and ran lines, the band started to play 
and they were blazing.

Getting the bass to “speak” on tape was going to be hard. Tone’s tone was 
floppy in the big theater, and his instrument’s pickup was just not right. 
As I contemplated this, Dex found the upright piano and started banging 

away. Why not? It was kinda sorta almost in tune, but that was nothing 
compared to Dexter’s improperly grounded, piece-of-crap Silvertone gui-

tar. I had brought along a better Silvertone with proper intonation, but Dex-
ter wouldn’t have it. He loved his duct-taped hellish nightmare in all its 
ground-hum, shorting-out, ski-jump-neck glory. Dexter bent pretty much 
every note, even chords, to be in tune because it was not tunable. So we 
went with it.

Day one was methodical. We got sounds and solved problems as the band 
worked on songs and sorted out how to play the room. By night’s end, Kelly 
had pages of notes. I had to improvise to work around the loud buzz from 
Dexter’s amp/guitar combo by: (1) close-miccing the guitar an inch from the 
amp to get sharp attack and guitar glory before the noise started (tricky); 
(2) adding a slower noise gate on the three-foot back amp mic; (3) not using 
gates on the room mic, so when Dex hit a long note and let it ring, the close 
and mid-range mics shut off and we felt the guitar in the room, hiss, buzz 
and all.



Crow had a couple of 414s in the BBC/Glynn Johns mode, plus a snare and 
bass-drum mic. I wish I could remember what I did (or didn’t do) to get 
Tone’s bass so subby, but it was unsuccessful. Though audible, the bass 
barely made it to vinyl because so much of it was under 100 hz, which won’t 
translate to vinyl.

Sorry for the tech talk. But what critics and most “industry” people think is 
“producing” is just one small part of it. There aren’t many “hit” mass-ap-
peal records, and most producing gigs involve finding the potential in song 
and artist, being on time and staying within budget (sexy, no?). So when 
some blogger says the last Jets record Lucky Eye  shows that it’s “amazing 
what a real producer can do for a band” – they don’t know what they’re 
talking about.
_________________

Wednesday, November 9, 1988
Avondale’s big room was conducive to slow tunes and huge-sounding in-
strumentals. “Baby” was a fourth take and came out great, proving this live-
to-two-track method would work. We also got “Look Down,” “Bumblebee 
Boogie” and, late in the day, “Tribute to Gene” – which sounded totally 
insane, like the band was creating a time tunnel with the cymbal noise as 
gateway to some other dimension. I was still in awe of how hard Crow hit 
the drums. The groove was there and each new attempt at a song was better 
than the one before. Good sign.

We weren’t really doing playbacks, so the band asked how it was going. 
“I haven’t heard many records that sound like this one,” Kelly said, which 
made the band happy. I was pleased with the Sony home tapedeck echo 
mixed with rudimentary effects inside the digital mixer.

Since we had no variable speed, I had to mix and match the actual tape-ma-

chine echo with the digital SPX-90 echo, changing from song to song with 
Kelly writing down the settings so we wouldn’t have to start over every 
time. There was no way to do modern techniques of tempo tapping, and no 
pre-sets, amp emulations or Drumagog. Digital storage, yes, but this ses-



sion was a long way from DAW/workstation recording. Direct to two-track 
meant everyone had to do everything right with no fixing it later. That’s 
how a lot of your favorite pre-1967 records were made, before multi-track 
and computers took over.

INTERLUDE
Some thoughts on recording: I’ve spent 45 years watching flavor-of-the-
week engineers and producers come and go. Biologically speaking, it seems 
impossible that any two humans could agree on what sounds good. But we 
do. And despite the folklore, there are zero lone geniuses out there. We all 
learn from each other.

The more recordings you make, the more you realize that everything we do 
is fake – replicas, sonic images. But how we mess with it is what makes or 
breaks it. All those “Natural Sound Field” folks who think they’re truer to 
some reality are missing the point, which is: It’s not real. Orchestra record-

ings are drenched with reverb, and Dylan puts everyone in the same room 
and sings through a guitar amp. But that’s no “realer” than Dana Kletter 
ghost-singing for punk princess Courtney Love in the ’90s, or Drake au-

to-tuned to submission in 2015. Platonic recording ideals are a farce, and 
whatever depth of field we accomplish in recording will be obliterated as 
soon as mastering is involved, so...

What’s the point?

Musical balances, not recording “quality,” are what make the difference. 
Now there are “true to one’s heart and ears” balances – and also balances 
of “keep getting the big-shot producer gig,” “bass player sucks, it grooves 
harder with less so this record is bass-shy,” “please the famous mastering 
engineer” and on and on. Each record’s ideal balance is often contingent 
on circumstances beyond the producer’s control. Merciless ulterior motives 
of market and money, pecking order, radio and other subsets of the dying 
world that used to be the record business all influence the process.

Still, I don’t understand why so many people get upset over today’s digital 
and MP3 recorded sound. The music still rules, and the storage medium 
will keep on changing.



_________________

Thursday, November 10, 1988
A long day of recording, noon to 11:30 at night with a short dinner break. 
Everything was dialed in and the band got on a roll, getting “Chiquita,” 
“Dreams Don’t Cost a Thing,” “Man With the Golden Arm” and “Mada-

gascar” before switching to piano for “Strut My Stuff,” “Bring It on Home,” 
“Justine,” “Rock Me Baby” and “Apple Blossom Time.” Then it was back to 
guitar for one more song, “Sing Sing Sing.” We left the recording gear set 
up to return on Monday.

_________________

Friday-Monday, November 11-14, 1988
We made our separate ways to Athens Friday, the band to play some week-
end gigs and me to stay at Jefferson Holt’s funky little house while he was 
out of town. I met up with R.E.M.’s Michael Stipe for a drink and to see 
Strawberry Flats’ last gig with John Keane – who was tearing it up, maybe 
the best musician I heard in all my Athens interactions (wisely, he was sav-
ing his ears for recording). All seemed well.

Saturday morning, however, Mac from Dog Gone called saying we had to 
find a new studio. The story we got was that Avondale owner Dave hadn’t 
been paying his bills, apparently spending his money instead on things that 
made him hyper and forgetful. So the power company cut him off. Dave 
paid his bill and set a meet-up time to get his power back on. That time 
came and went, and the driver began backing out of the driveway to leave 
just as Dave arrived and ordered him back. The driver said no, he’d waited 
and would have to come back later. Dave flew into a rage, refusing to move 
his car from blocking the driveway. Then he got an axe from the garage and 
began hacking up the power truck while the driver took pictures. The cops 
came and arrested Dave, and we had no more place to record.



Sunday morning, I managed to sprain my ankle running, stepping on a 
sprinkler head hidden under grass. Despite the pain, I drove to Atlanta to 
rescue our recording gear from Avondale, turned around and took it all 
back to Athens. I’d been making calls and every other place in Athens and 
Atlanta was either too pricey or booked. But former Allman Brothers sound 
guy Jim Hawkins had a garage studio, and the more I heard about it the 
more I thought it might work.

When we visited Hawkins’ garage on Monday, there were a dozen Heinek-

en bottles full of mold and cigarettes from some long-ago session. Junk was 
everywhere – electronics, gardening tools, sweaters piled in a corner – but 
that was good because the band felt right at home. So we decided to finish 
the record there.
_________________

Tuesday-Wednesday, November 15, 1988
I found a few more mics and extra cables and patch cords, and we set up 
from 3 to 5:30 that afternoon. Then we recorded until 11 Tuesday night. This 
setup was different, with no sightlines, which meant I couldn’t see Dexter 
while recording. We tried take after take on “Millstream” and just couldn’t 
get a vocal, so I finally went into the room to assess. Dexter explained he’d 
been singing into the back of the vocal microphone, a Sennheiser 421, “so 
the sound has to crawl around to the front.”

Dexter, I said, please sing into the front of the mic. One more take and “Mill-
stream” was done.

Later, Dexter was agitated and kept stopping takes to walk outside. Seems 
he’d been reading Gurdjieff’s “Meetings With Remarkable Men,” and he felt 
it had passages directed personally to him. I explained that great writing 
was always that way, and also that the book’s suggestions on changing his 
life were not things he should act upon – especially when almost done with 
a record that actually could change his life. Relieved, he went back to work.

Wednesday morning, we listened to the Avondale sessions to compare its 
sounds to the previous day’s work. Then we recorded for a few more hours, 
breaking at 3 p.m. to eat chicken before one more recording burst from 4 to 
7. The last song recorded was “Pink Gardenia,” and it was a wrap.



Over the next few months, we arrived at consensus on takes and sequenc-
ing, and I copied the masters to half-inch analog tape. David Farrell at 
Southlake Studio in Metairie helped with that, and Randy Kling mastered 
it. We didn’t want to credit Avondale after that whole debacle, but roughly 
half the album’s takes are from there.

When Flat Duo Jets came out, I weathered some criticism – basically, “Great 
band but they need to get a radio record out of Dexter before he joins the 
Hare Krishnas or disappears to Peru.” There were few props for me slug-

ging it out to make a record that actually sounded like the band. Naively, 
I didn’t realize that putting “recorded live to two track in Jim Hawkins’ 
garage” in the credits would subject us to so much snark, as if garage re-

cording was a bad thing.

I did use good mics: AKG 414s, Senheiser 421, RCA 44, Neumann  KM-84s  
and  Shure  SM-57.  There  were  API mic  pre-amps  running  into  a  Yama- 
ha  digital  console with internal effects, plus a Sony home tapedeck for tape 
echo. We recorded live with tape echo on the fly, direct to Sony PCM-501 
using a Betamax. From a strictly technical standpoint, that was “utta 
gahbage.”
But it worked. Flat Duo Jets is not ersatz Stray Cats-style 
rockabilly  with  faux  ’50s  embellishments.  Unlike  the cosmetic surgery 
of so many fancy ’80s records, it’s the actual, raw, Sam Phillips-style real 
thing. We did what we did and I dug it.

That  was  a  moment  in  time.  Tone  left  after  the  album came out, and Dex 
and Crow hooked up with Jim Dick in son  for  the  followup.  Dickinson  
had  larger-than-life street cried with the post-new ave/indie-rock/pre-hip -
ster  gang,  a  god  who  could  seemingly  do  no  wrong.  I looked  up  to  him  
as  someone  who  raised  a  functional family  without  being  too  functional  
himself 

 
– 

 
familiar territory for me.

Dickinson made a great record with the Jets, 1991’s  Go Go  Harlem  Baby.  
No  bass,  and  it’s  a  touch  cleaner  and more respectable than Flat Duo 
Jets. But, along with every other Jets record since, it still failed to put them   
over the top.



I’ve seen Dexter once since that record. Kelly left New 
Orleans,  came  back  and  opened  the  Circle  Bar  on  Lee 
Circle [in New Orleans] in 2001. Unfortunately, she had 
some bad habits that caught up with her on September 
24, 2004. Kelly passed on, but the Circle Bar stayed open. 
That December, Luke Allen was bartending and told me 
Dexter was playing that night, suggesting I come by. Despite  my  base  
social  anxiety,  I  showed  up  to  meet 
Dexter and we had a brief stammering talk on the side
walk, eyeing each other like wounded gunfighters seeing who might bleed 
out first. There wasn’t much to say. Dexter’s a musician, not a fame junkie. 
The road to rock star can leave as many bodies behind as becoming a senator 
or CEO, but Dexter has a clean wake.

“I always liked the record we did the best,” Dexter told me that night. I 
wasn’t convinced he meant it, but may-be  he  did.  Dexter  was  never  one  
for  fake  politeness. Whatever the truth may be, I tried to make a Flat Duo 
Jets  record  that  sounded like  they  sounded. In  2015,  it still sounds fine to 
me.
Onward.















josh grier
It was late 1984. I was the General Manager of Dolphin 
Records, a small regional independent record company, 

organized and funded by Barrie Bergman – the 
President of the popular chain of music retailers known 
then as Record Bar. We were coming off what would 
end up being our best year at Dolphin. After working 
with many local luminaries in the North Carolina scene 
– including Don Dixon (Arrogance), Mitch Easter (Let’s 
Active) and both Rick Millers (Southern Culture On 
The Skids and Parthenon Huxley) – Tommy Keene’s 
“Places That Are Gone” EP had crushed it at college 
radio and was showing up on all the trendiest “best 
of” record lists for the year. And it had even sold a few 
copies. 

So there we were, with some excess profits on the 
books, and a few weeks left in the year. 

Meanwhile, down on Franklin Street the younger 
brother of Let’s Active’s drummer Sara, a Chapel Hill 
High School student named John Romweber was 
creating a minor stir. Mostly busking on the sidewalk, 
either in front of Schoolkids Records or maybe on 
a bench near the original Cat’s Cradle, Dexter (as he 
had dubbed himself) was reinventing, retreading and 
mainly shredding the rockabilly conventions of three 
decades earlier. He hadn’t yet found a bass player, but 
did collaborate occasionally with another kid who we 
all just knew as Crow – on drums or whatever other 
percussion device was handy at the time. 

The idea emerged of taking Dex and Crow out to TGS 
Studios – the most technologically advanced studio in 
the area at the time (which meant they had a sixteen 
track board and an AMPEX two- inch tape recorder) – 
to see what could be captured sonically in a single day. 
Maybe another successful installment in Dolphin’s EP 
collection could be assembled.



A Brief History Of Flat Duo Jets’ In Stereo
It was a chilly Monday morning and I arrived around 10am. Surprisingly, 
Dexter and Crow showed up not much later. Steve Gronback set up the mics, 
and we all just decided to record the whole session straight to the ¼ inch mix-  
down machine. The multi- track gear was left idle. Dex and Crow were on fire 
from the start, running through their current repertoire of ’50s obscurities and 
standards at what one would definitely call a breakneck pace. At some point 
a squad of friends from the school showed up and joined in on background 
vocals. It all ended just a few hours later – those guys grabbed their stuff, what 
was left of the beer, and disappeared.

It had all gone so smoothly that we decided to edit the ¼ tape for production 
parts right then and there. No overdubs, no post effects, everything that ended 
up on the final “mix” was the original unaltered two-  track stereo recordings. 
“Editing” simply meant cutting out the between-  track chatter and a few false 
starts (literally with a razor blade and tape). Easiest session ever.

Either we weren’t sure exactly what we had, or maybe I had less money on 
the books than I now recall. But, in any event, the decision was made to make 
this a cassette- only release (vinyl was just SO complicated), which to be fair 
was still a dominant format in early 1985. Digital was still way out-  of-  reach 
for the average record buyer. A quick two-  tone J-  Card was assembled, using a 
production still of Eddie Cochran from “The Girl Can’t Help It.” More for the 
depiction of Cochran’s gear in the photo, which greatly resembled Dexter’s 
ragged Sears Silvertone guitar and semi-  functional amplifier (the one with 
a “spring reverb” that employed an actual metal spring). Dexter’s physical 
appearance was way more Sabbath than Cochran in those days.
About 1500 of the cassettes were spun up at a manufacturing facility in 
Burlington, one whose usual output was gospel recordings and self-  help 
narratives. This really was the definitive home-  grown product. Most of those 
copies found their way into local shops and eventually into the car stereos 
and boom- boxes of the era. A carton or two were hawked by Dexter himself, 
mostly in front of banks downtown.



Basically, if you wanted to get to the teller you had to buy a copy of “In 
Stereo.” Eventually, the Chapel Hill police ran him off the street – but I think 
he managed to move a hundred or so before being carted back to the detention 
hall at Chapel Hill High.

And then it was over. Accept no substitutes. 

New York City
September 2015



LP 1: Flat Duo Jets
Side A
My Life, My Love 3:00
Please, Please Baby 2:07
When My Baby Passes By 1:47
Madagascar 2:46
Mill Stream 2:06
Baby 2:44
Chiquita 3:09

Side B
Sing, Sing, Sing 3:08
Wild Wild Lover 2:12
Tribute to Gene 3:22
Pink Gardenia 1:35
Man With the Golden Arm 2:35
Dreams Don’t Cost a Thing 3:19
Strut My Stuff 2:58



Think it Over 2:36
Raining in My Heart 2:56

Dexter Romweber is currently represented by  
Brett Steele / Rainmaker Music Management, Inc. 
(813) 867-7209  
Brett@rainmakermanagement.net

EP: (In Stereo)
Side A
Riot in Cell Block No. 9 4:29
I’m Sorry 3:09
Love Me 2:59

Side B
Theme for Dick Fontaine 3:24
Think it Over 2:36
Raining in My Heart 2:56

Dexter Romweber is currently represented by  
Brett Steele / Rainmaker Music Management, Inc. 
(813) 867-7209  
Brett@rainmakermanagement.net



LP 2: The Outtakes
Side A
Bring it on Home 2:11
Minor Swing 3:38
You Made Me Cry - 01 2:31
Love Has Its Jokes 2:02
Penetration 1 1:58
Rock Me Baby 3:42
Wild Wild Lover (Outtake) 2:41

Side B
Apple Blossom (Time Mix) 2:10
Bumblebee Boogie 2:14
Look Down 2 3:34
Sleepwalk (Take 7) 2:46
Harlem Nocturne 2:12
Justine 1 4:11
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THE Flat Duo Jets ARE:
Dexter Romweber : Guitar, Vocals

Crow : Drums  Tone : Bass 
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Daniel 13 would like to thank Dexter, Crow & Tone for all 
their help with Wild Wild Love.
Photographers John Flinchum, Marty Perez, Karl 
Peterson, Sandra-Lee Phipps, Susan Reidy, and Kent 
Thompson for letting us share the incredible moments 
they captured on film. 
Artists Kevin H Dixon & Eric Knisley (EFF) for creating 
some of the most memorable FDJ show flyers. Etric’s illus -
trations can be seen throughout this booklet.
Jem Cohen for generously letting us use his films of the 
Flat Duo Jets (to see them go to Daniel13.com). To see his 
other amazing films go to jemcohenfilms.com.
And a very special thank you to Mark Bingham, Josh Grier , 
David Menconi, Monica Romweber, Sara Hammond 
Romweber and Sara Teresa Romweber.
I cannot remember why we decided to say “recorded live 
to two track” on the original release but that was not true. 
It took an amazing amount of artistry to make the album 
sound as great as it does. I could not have found a more 
talented creative person (musician, songwriter, engineer, 
producer) than Mark Bingham to produce that record. His 
knowledge of music and recording is phenomenal and he 
went, as he always does, above and beyond in making Flat Duo Jets and Wild Wild Love. 
Monica Romweber is an archivist extraordinaire; saving thou -
sands of posters, letters, photos, newspaper clippings, and 
cassette tapes, years and years of diligence and dedication. 
She even saved the original quarter-inch Dolphin masters, 
thought to have been long lost! Her help and enthusiasm 
has made this project so much fun. Wild Wild Love  simply 
would not exist without her.



John Flinchum:  Page 3, 4, 7, 25, 32, 33  
Marty Perez:  Page 23, 39
Karl Peterson:  Page 22
Sandra-Lee Phipps: Pages 16, 17, 19, 
26, 27
Kent Thompson:  Box Cover, Book 
Cover, Page 3

From the Romweber Archives: Pages 
2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 21, 23, 24, 
25, 31, 34, 35, 40

Page 34: Flat Duo Jets IN STEREO  
cassette cover, courtesy Dolphin 
Records
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